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Abstract: Since the three-dimensional Network on Chip (3D NoC) uses
through-silicon via technology to connect the chips, each silicon layer is
conducted through heterogeneous thermal, and 3D NoC system suffers from
thermal problems. To alleviate the seriousness of the thermal problem, the
distribution of data packets usually relies on traffic information or historical
temperature information. However, thermal problems in 3D NoC cannot be
solved only based on traffic or temperature information. Therefore, we pro-
pose a Score-Based Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Adaptive Routing (STTAR)
that applies traffic load and temperature information to routing. First, the
STTAR dynamically adjusts the input and output buffer lengths of each router
with traffic load information to limit routing resources in overheated areas
and control the rate of temperature rise. Second, STTAR adopts a scoring
strategy based on temperature and the number of free slots in the buffer to
avoid data packets being transmitted to high-temperature areas and congested
areas and to improve the rationality of selecting routing output nodes. In our
experiments, the proposed scoring Score-Based Traffic- and Thermal-Aware
Adaptive Routing (STTAR) scheme can increase the throughput by about
14.98% to 47.90% and reduce the delay by about 10.80% to 35.36% compared
with the previous works.
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1 Introduction

With the development of multi-core chips, the Network-on-Chip (NoC) has increasingly received
much attention from research community. 2D NoC has developed rapidly depend on the advantages
of high parallel integration and good scalability [1]. However, with the increase in the number of cores,
it is not only difficult for 2D NoC to ensure that key components are adjacent, but also difficult to
shorten the critical path length and reduce signal delay [2]. It cannot provide a network with high
throughput, high bandwidth, and low latency. At the same time, 3D integrated circuit (IC) technology
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based on three-dimensional packaging technology has made great progress [3]. It can reduce global
wire length to solve the above problems [3]. For this reason, 3D NoC came into being.

3D NoC uses a three-dimensional packaging method to encapsulate multiple chips with a two-
dimensional structure into one chip [4]. Chips are connected mainly by through-silicon-via (TSV)
technology [4,5]. The TSV technology proffers 3D NoC the highest stacking density in the three-
dimensional direction, faster transmission speed, and lower system power consumption [6]. It can
be seen that 3D NoC not only provides higher bandwidth by reducing the length of the global
interconnection but also reduces power consumption to a certain extent. Every coin has two sides.
With the stacking of chips, the increase in heat dissipation paths and power density lead to more
serious thermal problems in 3D NoC [7,8]. The occurrence of a thermal problem will lead to a decrease
in system performance and an increase in the probability of leakage power, which will cause a thermal
runaway problem [7,9].

To solve the thermal problem in 3D NoC, run-time thermal management (RTM) is generally
considered to be a more appropriate solution [10,11]. This method can limit the temperature within a
certain range. Once the system temperature is too high, it will trigger the operation alarm mechanism
[10,11]. However, these types of RTM reactions will not only reduce system performance but also
increase system delay [12]. To overcome these performance problems, Chen et al. proposed an active
RTM reaction formula based on predictive thermal emergency [13]. The RTM reaction formula solves
the thermal problem in advance by taking appropriate actions. However, this behavior will still bring
about thermal problems in the network, because the traditional routing algorithm will arouse the load
imbalance in the network, which gives rise to the active RTM reaction to being affected by the thermal
imbalance. At the same time, the traditional minimal adaptive routing algorithm dynamically selects
paths based on traffic information [14,15]. Since the minimal routing area cannot perceive temperature
information, the data packets in the minimum routing area are prone to network congestion, which
leads to thermal problems [16].

Since the temperature in the network is affected by the traffic distribution, the solution to the
thermal problem depends on balancing the traffic distribution. Chao et al. proposed a Traffic- and
Thermal-Aware Adaptive Beltway Routing (TTABR) [11] that selects the smallest path or loop path
with uniform temperature and traffic distribution in the 3D NoC system to deal with the thermal
problem. TAABR can provide multiple alternative routing paths to balance the system temperature
by equalizing the distribution of data packets. However, the TAABR only considers the traffic problem
during the transmission process, and TTABR still has a high probability of transmitting data packets
through potentially overheated areas.

Based on the TTABR algorithm, Lee et al. proposed an active loop-based routing algorithm called
Proactive Thermal-Budget-Based Beltway Routing (PTB3R) to improve the equilibrium thermal
distribution [12]. The author defined a novel thermal-aware routing index called Mean Time to
Throttle (MTTT) [12], which represents the remaining active time of the router before the temperature
reaches the alarm level. However, the thermal information of the PTB3R is always based on historical
temperature sampling and cannot be obtained from the thermal sensor at any time. As a result, the
algorithm always chooses a colder path, which will generate new network congestion. Therefore, the
PTB3R is not only inappropriate to solve the network congestion problem, but also may reduce system
performance.

To tackle the temperature and traffic distribution problems, we propose a Score-Based Traffic-
and Thermal-Aware Adaptive Routing (STTAR). STTAR accomplishes the balanced distribution
of temperature and traffic through two steps. On the one hand, we dynamically adjust the buffer
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length based on the temperature prediction information to control the distribution of the data packet.
On the other hand, we apply congestion-aware adaptive routing to avoid selecting congested and
overheated areas by selecting low-temperature and non-congested areas. Moreover, this method selects
the minimal path and the beltway path for routing, which can make the temperature distribution of
the network more even. The contributions of this article are as follows:

• STTAR handles both the space thermal problem and the time thermal problem at the same time,
and dynamically adjusts the buffer length according to the information of the time prediction.
On the one hand, it avoids the congestion in the overheated area. On the other hand, it limits
the routing resources in the overheated area to slow down the temperature increment rate.

• STTAR adopts a congestion-aware proactive route and candidate route node scoring strategy
to transmit data packets to low-temperature areas and non-congested areas. It can avoid
congestion and overheated to balance the thermal distribution.

• STTAR achieves a more balanced temperature and traffic distribution, thereby improving the
system performance of 3D NoC. The throughput is increased by about 14.98% to 47.90%; the
delay is reduced by about 10.80% to 35.36%; and it has good scalability.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce related thermal-aware and
traffic-aware packet routing techniques. In Section 3, we elaborate on the proposed STTAR. In Section
4, experiments and comparisons are discussed. Finally, the conclusion is shown in Section 5.

2 Background and Related Works

As mentioned before, dynamic thermal management can be classified into time thermal man-
agement and space thermal management. What make them qualified for NoC system are the facts
that time thermal management improves system performance by reducing the processing speed of
overheated areas, and space thermal management controls temperature through traffic distribution to
reduce the probability of overheated areas. To combine the advantages of time thermal management
and space thermal management, many thermal and thermal-aware routing algorithms have been
proposed. Many routing algorithms apply traffic [17,18] or thermal information [19,20] for selecting
routing paths. Besides, it is also considered a good choice to apply traffic and temperature information
[12,21] to routing at the same time. More detailed contents will be discussed in sections II A, B, and C.

2.1 Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Routing Using Traffic Information
2.1.1 Topology-Aware Adaptive Routing

To address the performance problem in the 3D NoC system, Chen et al. proposed a Topology-
Aware Adaptive Routing (TAAR) [17] to control the transmission of data packets. On the bright
side, TAAR uses the topology information to dynamically adjust the routing mode so that the
current business can match the routing mode. What’s more, it increases the vertical and horizontal
routing paths to ensure the diversity of the routing paths. However, TAAR only considers the traffic
information and transmits the data packet to the non-congested area based on the minimal routing
rule. Therefore, there will be a congested area in the minimal routing area, which will induce overheated
areas.
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2.1.2 Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Adaptive Beltway Routing

To settle the problem of temperature imbalance in the 3D NoC system, Chen et al. proposed
the idea of a loop path and applied this idea to the Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Adaptive Beltway
Routing (TTABR) [17]. Due to the introduction of the loop path, TTABR can select the minimal path
and the non-minimal loop path according to the traffic information of the network, which promotes
the diversity of routing paths and controls the temperature distribution by balancing the distribution
of traffic. However, the real problem is, TTABR cannot determine the potential hot spots, which will
cause data packets to be routed in the overheated area. Therefore, it will generate congestion in the
overheated area and exacerbate the thermal problem.

2.2 Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Routing Using Thermal Information
2.2.1 Dynamic Thermal-Balance Routing

Since simply relying on traffic information cannot completely solve the problems of traffic con-
gestion and overheated, Arora et al. proposed a dynamic heat balance routing method called Dynamic
Thermal-Balance Routing (DTBR) [19]. DTBR uses the thermal information of the surrounding
routing nodes to select the low-temperature area as the routing path of the data packet, and to
achieve the purpose of balancing the temperature. DTBR can balance the temperature distribution
to a certain extent, but the collected temperature information is not time-sensitive, which will result in
rapid accumulation of data packets in low-temperature areas and generate congestion problems.

2.2.2 Thermal-Budget-Based Beltway Routing

To coordinate traffic and thermal information, Kuo et al. defined the concept of Mean Time
to Throttle (MTTT) and proposed a loop routing algorithm called Proactive Thermal-Budget-Based
Beltway Routing (PTB3R) [20]. PTB3R uses MTTT information to avoid transmitting data packets
to overheated areas to balance the thermal distribution. However, the collection of temperature
information relies on historical traffic information that has a certain delay, increasing the likelihood
for a large number of data packets to accumulate and congestion.

2.3 Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Routing Using Mixed Information
2.3.1 Proactive Thermal-Aware Dynamic Buffer Allocation

We have depicted the fact that simply relying on traffic information or thermal information
cannot achieve good traffic balance and temperature balance. These routing algorithms may cause
congested areas or overheated areas in 3D NoC. To cope with the aforementioned problems, Lee
et al. proposed an active thermal-sensing dynamic buffer allocation algorithm called Proactive
Thermal-aware Dynamic Buffer Allocation (PTDBA) [12]. The rationale behind it is that the buffer
area is dynamically adjusted to constrain the routing resources around the overheated area, thereby
reducing the temperature growth rate. In terms of avoiding transmitting data packet to overheated
areas and congested areas, control traffic distribution and temperature distribution. However, the
heating rate does not necessarily represent the current temperature information, it will produce
overheated areas in non-congested areas, which will give rise to serious thermal problems.

2.3.2 Game-Based Thermal-Delay-Aware Adaptive Routing

To more accurately synchronize thermal and traffic information, and solve thermal and con-
gestion problems, Chen et al. proposed a Game-Based Thermal-Delay-Aware Adaptive Routing
(GTDAR) [21]. First, GTDAR adopts the voting game model to dynamically adjust the buffer length
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to reduce routing resources around overheated nodes. Second, GTDBA delivers data packets to colder
and non-congested areas by game-based congestion-aware adaptive routing. Simultaneously, GTDBA
makes use of Nash Equilibrium to mitigate thermal and traffic problem. The proposed STTAR
algorithm also made efforts to synchronize thermal and traffic information. The difference between
the two algorithms is that STTAR adopted a more detailed conditional division on adjusting the
buffer length, and divided the overheated nodes into first-level and second-level overheated nodes.
Overheated nodes at different levels carry out various policy adjustments to avoid the inappropriate
adjustment of the buffer. Besides, the STTAR algorithm adopts the scoring strategy that utilizes
temperature information and the number of free slots to select routing nodes, which can effectively
decrease the temperature rise rate of 3D NoC and reduce the probability of congested areas.

3 Proposed Score-Based Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Adaptive Routing (STTAR)

It has been discussed earlier that the thermal-sensing adaptive routing algorithm will not only lead
to thermal imbalance but also generate overheated areas, which will degrade system performance. To
handle the problem of thermal distribution, traffic distribution must be adjusted to solve the problem
of traffic congestion. However, the excessive distribution of traffic will arouse the router to switch
multiple times, resulting in new hot spots. In addition, routing algorithms use thermal information to
select low-temperature paths to avoid data transmission in overheated areas, which not only causes
serious congestion but also generates additional overhead. Therefore, we proposed a Score-Based
Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Adaptive Routing (STTAR) to deal with the above problems. On the
one hand, STTAR dynamically adjusts the length of the buffer to control the transmission rate of
data packets, reducing the rate of temperature rise to constrain the resources in overheated areas and
congested areas. On the other hand, the algorithm adopts a scoring strategy for the temperature and
the number of free slots of 3D NoC nodes. It selects the candidate node with the highest score for
routing and avoids the distribution of data packets in overheated areas and congested areas.

3.1 Dynamic Buffer Allocation
In the 3D NoC system, to synchronize the network traffic and thermal information and achieve

a balance between them, we will dynamically adjust the router buffer to limit routing resources
in overheated areas, thereby achieving thermal balance distribution. Lee et al. proposed Rate of
Temperature Increment (RTI) [22] to represent thermal information in time, and used this concept to
adjust the length of the NoC node buffer. In the thermal prediction model [19], RTI can be expressed
as:

RTI = T(t + �t) − T(t) (1)

where T(t) means the current temperature, �t means the sampling period and T(t + �t) means
the predicted temperature of the thermal prediction model, and RTI represents the temperature
difference in each sampling period. We use the RTI value to judge whether the NoC node will
become an overheated area, and dynamically adjust the buffer length of adjacent routers to control the
transmission of data packets in the overheated area. Based on the approximate exponential function
of the temperature rise [23], it can be concluded that the high-temperature situation obtained by the
RTI value is not necessarily accurate, so the 3D NoC system still suffers from thermal problem after
the buffer allocation.
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To reduce the performance impact after buffer allocation, we need to conduct a deeper study on
temperature, and re-derive Eq. (1) based on the [23] temperature prediction (TP) model.

TP = T(t + �t)

= T(t) + RTI (2)

= T(t) + (T(t) − T(t − �t)) × e−b�t

where b is a physical constant and �t is the temperature sampling period. By Eq. (2), the correlation
information between the current temperature and the historical temperature can be collected. TP
represents the current temperature pressure of each NoC node, and the node with high temperature
pressure represents that this node has a high probability of becoming an overheated node, and the
temperature should be lowered by adjusting the buffer length.

We use Eq. (2) to consider the temperature and current state of each NoC routing node. Obviously,
the NoC node with a higher temperature pressure value represents a large discrepancies temperature,
we adjust the input and output buffer lengths of the NoC node. In order to avoid frequently adjusting
the buffer length to affect the throughput of the NoC system, it is necessary to set an appropriate buffer
length range. We choose the voting model for the buffer adjustment strategy. In the 3D NoC system,
each NoC node has six adjacent nodes (i.e., East, South, West, North, Up, and Down) except the edge
NoC node. According to Eq. (2), each node has a different temperature pressure value. When the TP
node is greater than adjacent nodes, we adjust the input and output buffers of the NoC node. The
algorithm of the proposed buffer adjustment strategy is shown in Algorithm 1, and the example of the
proposed buffer adjustment strategy is shown in Fig. 1.

Algorithm 1: Buffer adjustment algorithm
1: count ← 0
2: index ← 0
3: lengthMax ← 0
4: lengthMin ← 0
5: while index < neighborsTPSet do
6: if currentTP < neihborTPSet[i] then count + +
7: end if;
8: end while
9: if count >= 2/3 ∗ neighborsTPSet then inputBuffer + 2, outputBuffer − 2
10: elseif count >= 1/3 ∗ neighborsTPSet then inputBuffer + 1, outputBuffer − 1
11: end if
12: if inputBuffer > lengthMax then inputBuffer = lengthMax
13: end if
14: if outputBuffer < lengthMin then outputBuffer = lengthMin
16: end if;

As shown in the Fig. 1, by comparing the temperature pressure values of the NoC nodes, we adjust
the input and output buffer lengths of the overheated node. Generally speaking, the 3D NoC node has
six adjacent nodes except the edge NoC node. When the TP value of the node is higher than those of
the two neighbor nodes, we define this node as a first-level overheated node. When the TP value of the
node is greater than four neighbor nodes, we consider the node to be a second-level overheated node.
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Figure 1: (a) is an example when TP wins one-third of its neighbors, while (b) two-thirds of its neighbors

The temperature rise depends on the frequent traffic [23,24]. The buffer adjustment strategy
should be working when there is an overheated node. From one aspect, we increase the length of the
input buffer (Linput_buffer) of the overheated node, and the received data packet stays in the input buffer
to reduce the number of data packets that are injected into the overheated node. From another, we
reduce the length of the output buffer (Loutput_buffer) of the overheated node, and reduces the overheated
node to send data packets.

As shown in the Fig. 1, the first-level overheated node increases the length of the input buffer
by one and decreases the length of the output buffer by one, and the second-level overheated node
increases the length of the input buffer by two, and decreases the length of the output buffer by two. By
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reducing the transmission speed of the traffic at the overheated node, not only is the rapid temperature
rise in this area avoided, but the temperature can be controlled by the traffic as well.

The length of the buffer will affect the throughput of the 3D NoC system [24,25]. In this article,
in order to better improve the throughput of the 3D NoC system, the maximum buffer length (Lmax)
is set to 16 flits. For the minimum buffer length (Lmin), logically Lmin should be set to 0. If Lmin is set
to 0, the number of data packets from the neighboring nodes of the hot node will increase rapidly,
resulting in a congested area. At the same time, based on the queuing theory, a smaller Lmin is good for
synchronizing temperature and traffic information, hence we set Lmin to 1 flit.

3.2 Score-Based Selection Strategy
STTAR uses congestion-aware adaptive routing algorithms to achieve temperature balance.

Traffic balance is the prerequisite for temperature balance. We use beltway routing as the routing
function. On account of the fact that in avoids overheated areas in the smallest path, and it increases the
diversity of routing paths. In addition, when selecting the routing path, we jointly consider the impact
of thermal and free slots of buffer on 3D NoC and define a metric score to evaluate the performance
of our proposed algorithm. It can effectively avoid overheated areas and congested areas to achieve a
balanced distribution of temperature.

When routing nodes are selected, we define the concept of routing node scores in Eq. (3), in
accordance with a score-based selection strategy, where the candidate node with a high score is selected
as the next-hop node of the data packet.

scoresum = scorefreeslot + scorethermal (3)

where scoresum represents the score of each candidate node, which consists of two parts, scorefreeslot

is the score of the number of free buffer slots of the candidate node, and scorethermal is the score of
the temperature of the candidate node. The score value can reflect the selection probability of the
candidate node. In order to make the selection more accurate, the scoring strategy also considers the
next candidate node of the candidate node in Eqs. (4), (5).

scorefreeslot = csfreeslot +
(

n∑
k=1

ncs(k)freeslot

)
/n (4)

scorethermal = csthermal +
(

n∑
k=1

ncs(k)thermal

)
/n (5)

where k and n respectively represent the number of indexes and the number of candidate nodes for
the next candidate node. csfreeslot represents the score of the number of candidate node free buffer slots,
and ncsfreeslot represents the score of next candidate node of free buffer slots. In Eq. (5), csthermal and
ncsthermal represent the temperature score of the candidate node and next candidate node. To eliminate
the influence of singular data and ensure the stability of the two kinds of data, we normalize the buffer
slot information and temperature information of both the candidate node and its next-hop candidate
node by Eqs. (6)–(9).

cs(i)freeslot = cs(i)freeslot − cs_minfreeslot

cs_maxfreeslot − cs_minfreeslot

(6)

cs(i)thermal = 1 −
(

cs(i)thermal − cs_minthermal

cs_maxthermal − cs_minthermal

)
(7)
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ncs(i)freeslot = ncs(i)freeslot − ncs_minfreeslot

ncs_maxfreeslot − ncs_minfreeslot

(8)

ncs(i)thermal = 1 −
(

ncs(i)thermal − ncs_minthermal

ncs_maxthermal − ncs_minthermal

)
(9)

where i represents the index and the number of nodes, cs(i)freeslot and cs(i)thermal respectively represent
the score of the free buffer slot number and the temperature score of a certain node. In Eqs. (8), (9),
ncs(i)freeslot and ncs(i)thermal mean the score of the free buffer slot number and the temperature score of an
incoming next candidate node. The maximum and minimum values of these nodes are obtained, and
Min-Max normalization is used. Since the node with a lower temperature is selected, lower temperature
spells higher scores, which is why the normalized value is subtracted from one to denote the candidate
node temperature score.

According to Eq. (3), the node with the highest score is selected as the next-hop node. The
algorithm of the proposed scored-base select strategy is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Score-based adaptive route algorithm
Input: currentNode
Output: outputNode
1: i, j, k ← 0
2: candidateSet ← getCandidiate(currentNode)
3: while i < candidateSet.length do
4: nextCandidateSet[i] ← getCandidiate(candidateSet[i])
5: while j < nextCandidateSet[i].length do
6: NCS[j]freeslot ← getFreeslot(nextCandidateSet[i][j])
7: NCS[j]thermal ← getThermal(nextCandidateSet[i][j])
8: j + +
9: end while
10: NCS ← MaxMinNormalization(NCS)

11: CS[i]freeslot ← getFreeslot(candidateSet[i])
12: CS[i]thermal ← getThermal(candidateSet[i])
13: i + +
14: end while
15: CS ← MaxMinNormalization(CS)

16 while k < candidateSet.length do
17 score[k]freeslot ← CS[k]freeslot + getAverage(NCSfreeslot)

18 score[k]thermal ← CS[k]thermal + getAverage(NCSthermal)

19 score[k] ← score[k]freeslot + score[k]thermal

20 k + +
21 end while
22 outputNode ← getMax(score)

4 Experiments and Discussion

To evaluate the algorithm proposed in this paper, an experimental simulation was carried out
using the thermal and traffic co-simulation environment Access Noxim [9]. Access Noxim integrates
Noxim [26] and Hotpot [27] to simulate the behavior of thermal and traffic in the 3D NoC system.
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Noxim is a tool for simulating the traffic behavior of the NoC system and comprehensively evaluate
the performance of NoC in the traffic mode. Besides, Hotspot is a thermal analysis software that can
accurately evaluate the temperature indicators in the NoC system. Access Noxim can roundly evaluate
the traffic load, temperature, and other information of the NoC system. In the 3D NoC system design,
the grid topology is 8 × 8 × 4, and the buffer length of each router is 16 flits. To reduce the cost, the
experiment does not use virtual channels [28]. The specific experiment settings are shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Parameters for simulation

Parameter Value

Packet size 8 Flits
Buffer size 16 Flits
Simulation time 5 × 105 Cycles
Warm-up time 5000 Cycles
Mesh size 8 × 8 × 4
Traffic pattern Random, Shuffle, Transpose-1

In this experiment, to better evaluate the algorithm, we compare the STTAR algorithm with
TAAR, TAABR, and PTDBA. For the fairness of comparison, we adopt the same injection rate
of the system and select the temperature distribution, traffic load, saturated throughput, and delay
information as the indicators of the evaluation algorithm. To better analyze the traffic load and
temperature distribution, we use TAAR as the baseline and use different traffic modes to analyze
the results of the traffic load and temperature distribution.

4.1 Analysis of Temperature Distribution and Statistical Traffic Load Distribution
To achieve the diversity of routing schemes, we adopt three popular traffic modes, Uniform

Random, Shuffle, and Transpose-1, Fig. 2 indicates the statistical traffic load distribution of Uniform
Random, Shuffle, and Transpose-1. In Fig. 2, L0 represents the top layer, L1 and L2 are the middle
layers, and L3 represents the top layer, which is the closest to the heatsink. Compared with the TAAR
algorithm, the TTABR algorithm provides a beltway path, which increases the diversity of the path and
disperses the traffic pressure of each router. The PTDBA algorithm adjusts the buffer zone according
to the historical heating rate, but the heating rate cannot represent the actual temperature. When the
buffer length is configured unreasonably, it also causes a large amount of traffic to accumulate in
some areas, resulting in regional congestion. The proposed STTAR algorithm can perform routing
according to the score of each router, and divide the buffer length in more details. That makes the
selection of data packets more reasonable and reduces the probability of congested areas to a certain
extent. In Fig. 2, the statistical traffic load of the STTAR algorithm in some areas will be lighter
than those of other algorithms, which indicates that the probability of packet blocking generated will
decrease, and the congested area will also be reduced. Therefore, compared with other algorithms, the
STTAR algorithm has a more balanced traffic distribution.

Fig. 3 shows the temperature distribution of different algorithms under three traffic modes. On
the one hand, the proposed thermal-aware adaptive routing algorithm based on the scoring strategy,
which is able to comprehensively evaluate according to temperature information and the number of
free slots in the buffer, can be used to transfer data packets to colder areas and non-congested areas.
On the other hand, the STTAR algorithm combined with the dynamic buffer adjustment strategy
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is capable of improving the throughput of the 3D NoC system. The STTAR algorithm has a more
balanced temperature distribution than other algorithms and is in line with the expected results.

Figure 2: Statistical traffic load distribution of different algorithms under Uniform Random, Shuffle
and Transpose-1

Figure 3: Temperature load distribution of different algorithms under Uniform Random, Shuffle and
Transpose-1

4.2 Analysis of Throughput and Average Latency
To verify that the proposed STTAR algorithm can improve the performance of the 3D NoC

system, we compare the system throughput and average delay information under different traffic
modes.

Figs. 4 and 5 respectively show the throughput and average latency information of different
algorithms under Uniform Random, Shuffle, and Transpose-1 modes. Compared to the TAAR
algorithm, the TTABR algorithm not only reduces the delay but also improves the throughput by
increasing the diversity of routing paths. The PTDBA algorithm dynamically adjusts the buffer length
to transmit data packets to the non-congested area, which also reduces the delay to a certain extent
and improves throughput. As mentioned earlier, the proposed STTAR algorithm is based on the
scoring strategy about temperature information and the number of free slots in the buffer, which makes
the data packet allocation more reasonable, and the average delay is reduced by 10.80% to 35.36%
compared with other algorithms. Further-more, it dynamically adjusts buffer length according to the
traffic information, which improves the throughput of the 3D NoC system. Compared with other
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algorithms, under the three traffic modes, the throughput is increased by 14.98% at the lowest and
47.90% at the highest.

Figure 4: Throughput of different algorithms under Uniform Random, Shuffle and Transpose-1

Figure 5: Average latency of different algorithms under Uniform Random, Shuffle and Transpose-1

4.3 Analysis of Performance Scalability
To evaluate the scalability of the STTAR algorithm, we analyze the results of the system

throughput under different topology sizes (i.e., 4 × 4 × 4, 6 × 6 × 4, 8 × 8 × 4, 10 × 10 × 4). Fig. 6
shows the system throughput of the STTAR algorithm and the other three algorithms under different
topology sizes. It is not difficult to see that the system throughput of the STTAR algorithm is higher
than other algorithms regardless of the small or large 3D NoC mesh structure, and it is a traffic- and
thermal-aware adaptive routing algorithm with good scalability.

Figure 6: Performance scalability of STTAR under various topology sizes

In short, the proposed STTAR algorithm dynamically adjusts the length of the buffer to control
the traffic distribution and adopts the proposed based-score strategy to select the appropriate routing
node to transmit data packets to non-congested areas and colder areas. STTAR implemented with
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good scalability conspicuously improves the throughput of the 3D NoC system and reduces network
delay, and successfully achieves a more balanced traffic load and temperature distribution.

5 Conclusion

To balance the temperature and traffic load distribution and improve the performance of the 3D
NoC system, we propose a Score-Based Traffic- and Thermal-Aware Adaptive Routing (STTAR).
First, by using the traffic load information, STTAR adopts a buffer dynamic adjustment strategy
to control the transmission rate of data packets and reduce the heating rate of routing nodes in the
network, thereby avoiding high-temperature areas in the network. At the same time, STTAR adopts
a scoring strategy to score the number of free slots in buffer and temperature, cooperate with the
network traffic and temperature information, improve the rationality of selecting routing output
nodes, and reduce the generation of congested areas. Experimental results show that the STTAR
algorithm achieves a more balanced traffic distribution and temperature distribution. On the other
hand, it improves the performance of the 3D NoC system. The throughput is increased by about
14.98% to 47.90%, and the delay is reduced by about 10.80% to 35.36%. In the context of a 3D NoC,
routing algorithm is a prickly problem that has been largely unstudied with fault tolerance. Our future
work will focus on the fault-tolerance issue and improving routing strategy.
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